RUN NO:

VENUE:

61

DATE:
HARE:

Hudilaran

24 June 2001
Salsa & Absolut

PUDDLE JUMPERS
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
DILI, EAST TIMOR
Founded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000

HASH TRASH
Web Site

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers

Mismanagement

Grand Master
Vice Grand Master
Religious Adviser
Hash Cash
Beermaster
Trailmaster
On Sex
Choirmaster
Hash Horn
Hash Flash

NEXT WEEK’S RUN:

Willie
Ron
Don
Terry
Dennis
Dave
Jack
Juliann
Ralph
Steve

WEE WILLIE
LACERATION
DRIBBLER
SCRUBBER
??
BROWN EYE
HAIDROLIK
PERSPIRATION
UPCHUCK
PULL IT

TBA

Harrison
Isaacson
Hayward
Jenkins
Lockhart
Ives
Williams
Isaacson
Kettle
Dunn

0438 899769
0407 101911
0409 860935
0408 242084
0418 124163
0407 939660
0407 656753
0407 723996
0418 812040
0408 679305

williewh@hotmail.com
risaacson@worldbank.org
dhayward@pittsh.com.au
terryjenkins21@hotmail.com
dlockhart@pittsh.com.au
daveives@indo.net.id
jackwlms@go.com
kettle@un.org
sdunn49@yahoo.com

WEE WILLIE & SEXON

RUN NO. 60 REPORT – POGO & WHITE RABBIT’s ‘SIGN OF THE KIWI’ RUN
The largest gathering of the year (48) at this point, likely because the area is
turned up to Obrigado Barracks for the out of bounds to certain PKF members.
“Sign of the Kiwi” run. This may have On home past the National Command
been due to the gentle nature of the last Elements to Obrigado.
trail by POGO and CUT OFF.
The walkers had WHITE RABBIT for
The course made its way following the company which at times is a task in
Caicoli road until breaking track and itself. However he managed to keep
heading On Up. This route took runners them following signs as opposed to
through a pleasant neighbourhood, no LACERATION who was continually
pigs a few dogs and less kids than looking for shortcuts on what was a
normal.
short walk.
Passing the back of the school the A new call has been invented for
runners made it back to the main road to walkers it is “Ohhh, I’ve found one”.
be met by the walkers. PS as acting CM Luckily
an
experienced
walker,
lead the singing of Father Abraham.
BROWNEYE, was present to use the
On On the call and the runners followed correct terminology.
Unashamed FRB!
Caicoli until the sweet sound of On Up It has been noted that walkers have not
was uttered.
been used to false trails, so
PS, being the normal FRB that he is, led finding one actually threw
runners up, up a false trail with no them for a while. WHITE
markings, this allowed the tailenders to RABBIT intends writing a
catch up and regroup. A particularly user manual for walkers to use
treacherous descent was made, some in future.
almost into the roof of a local’s house.
On home to Obrigado for well
On Down past the CTO to the second earned drinks and good
Hold Check where a rendition of Swing company. A short enjoyable
Low that would bring tears to the eyes of run with a good Circle to
an Englishman, echoed through the local finish.
village.
“Stay low, move fast and
How’s this for number of Newbies on one run!
A short stretch thereafter through the keep your powder dry”
Dili Market, the pace certainly picked up
POGO and WHITE RABBIT

CIRCLE CIRCUS
Another record turnout! We’ll have to make this the Dili Hash HQ. And a total of eight
Newbies – another record. I can’t believe there are so many out there who still think we are
enjoying ourselves on Sunday afternoons.
With DRIBBLER and BROWNEYE keeping a low profile lately the down down honours
were spread fairly evenly though the GM and Hare POGO figured quite prominently.
Overdue Annual Awards were presented to HORNY (who hasn’t been to Hash since before
the Awards Dinner on 29 April) whose current elegance make it hard to believe that he was
unanimously elected the ‘Worst Dressed Runner of the Year’ just a couple of months ago.
Another of the regular but sad farewell presentations ended the Circle. This time we said
goodbye to Dili Hash stalwart PS who is off south at the end of his tour in ET. We wish
you all the best and don’t hesitate to come back to Dili if things get too tough in Aus.
The Hares then generously laid on a BBQ for the hungry athletes who obviously haven’t
eaten well for a long time!

DOWN DOWNS
Hare
Newbies
Neglecting Newbies
FRBs
Leaners
Hats in the Circle
No Hash Gear
Smoking
Leavers

POGO & Mike
Rick, Terry, David, Craig, Alan, Christophe, Simon, Bob &
(much later) Ted
POGO, Mike, BROWNEYE, OH PIN YON, PRETENDER,
SEXON, HAIDROLIK
RUPIAH, LACERATION, Craig, Alan
SPORRAN, SEXON, BUSHWACKER
WEE WILLIE
HARDARSE, WATER RAT, Alan & his sponsor OH PIN YON
HORNY, BROWNEYE, Rick
PS

PS wondering whether he should
drink it and leave or just stay in
ET for good

Charges from the Circle
SPORRAN charged DRIBBLER for no particular reason
POGO charged Ted for having to be told by his wife to come to the Circle
BROWNEYE charged POGO for brand new tyre on his “well used” bike
SARAH LEE charged PRETENDER for “Who’s Col?”
EVERYONE charged WEE WILLIE for “Who’s Steve?”
SEXON charged GM for giving false instructions to a Newbie
David charged HORNY for bringing him but not owning up to it

How could such elegance get
“Worst Dressed of the Year?!

POTW

Since previous holder, CACTUS, can’t recognise real Hash misdemeanours yet he invited
suggestions from the Circle and the GM nominated HAIDROLIK for giving poor marks to the Hash team at the
Rotary Trivia Quiz. (Which was ridiculous since the team didn’t need his help to get low scores!)
PRESENTATION to HORNY, the Dili H3 Annual Awards for “Worst Dressed’ and ‘Most Penetration’.
to Dili Hash stalwart and acting Choir Mistress, PM.
FAREWELL
A German, an American and a Kiwi
are on death row. The Warden gave
them a choice of three ways to die: to
be shot, to be hung or to be injected
with the AIDs. virus.
The German said, "Shoot me right in
the head." (Boom he was dead).
Then the American said, "Just hang
me." (Snap he was dead).

No.

Date

Then the Kiwi said, "Give me some of
that AIDs stuff."
They gave him his shot and he fell
down laughing, the guards looked at
each other and wondered what was
wrong with this guy.
Then the Kiwi said “Give me another
one of those shots”, so the guards
did, now he was laughing so hard he

was almost peeing his pants.
So finally the Warden said, "What
the hell is wrong with you?"
The Kiwi replied "You guys are so
stupid, I'm wearing a condom!"
Reality is an illusion that occurs due
to lack of alcohol. Anonymous

HARES APPARENT
Hares
Occasion/Location

61
62
63
64

24 Jun
1 July
8 July
15 July

Salsa & Absolut
Wee Willie & Sexon
Pretender, Bushwacker, Babe
Horny & Brown Eye

65
66
67
68
69

22 July
29 July
5 Aug
12 Aug
19 Aug

Dribbler
Lizzie & Laceration
Volunteers??
Volunteers??
Browneye & Volunteer?

Hudilaran
Independence Day Run
Upchuck’s last??
32nd Anniv of the founding
of the Flying Zubriks
Crater to crater
Independence Day?!
(Get yours in first before
(Browneye get you!

HIGHEST HASH RUN
We are going to try to
arrange the walk up Mt
Ramelau for next Saturday,
30 June.
If you are interested please
contact Haidrolik so that he
can pass on the details to
you.
We will probably leave Dili
at about 6.00 – 6.30 am and
return about 11.00 – 12.00
hours later

